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Adding an AD user to a group containing one of their domain groups?
I know that Active Directory allows for users to be a member of
multiple groups, but I'm not quite clear on one specific case. I'd like to
create a user in Active Directory who is a member of two groups. One
group would be a user's primary group, and the other would be a
group that the user belongs to on the users's domain. The two groups
share no membership in common. Each group is verified by a site-
specific user created for our organization, and these users have all the
permissions they need (e.g. Add, Modify, Delete Group, and so on).
These user accounts are created dynamically by our ticket-tracking
software as groups are being created for our site. Does Active
Directory support this kind of group membership, and if so, is there a
way that a user could be in both groups? EDIT As my answer was
originally accepted, it seems that a follow-up to this question would be
a better fit on Security SE. So, here is the one the question was re-
asked on: Adding an AD user to a group containing one of their
domain groups A: Yes. You can have a group that is a member of
another group. The membership structure will allow this. If I
remember correctly, you can add a user to 2 groups: - the user's
primary group - a secondary group that belongs to a group that the
user belongs to. You can also add a user to a group that already
belongs to a group that the user belongs to. If you create a group in
AD with this membership, it will create a group membership. EDIT: as
pointed out by @Matthias in the comments, you should make sure to
grant the user the appropriate permissions in the AD group of a group
that the user belongs to. 04aeff104c
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